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• Therma I and Magnet I c Measurements on YBa2cu3o.,_y 

+ J.E. Gordon. R.A. Fisher, s. Kim, and N.E. Phillips 

Materials and Chemical Sciences Dlvlson, Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory, U. of California. Berkeley, CA 94720, USA 

Specific heat measurements In zero and 7T magnetic fields from 0.4 to 

100K, and magnetic susceptibility measurements above Tc have been made on a 

series of polycrystalllne samples of YBa2cu3o.,_y (YBCO). These measurements 

reveal a number of regularities. The size of ~C<Tc)/Tc for the samples [~C<Tc> 

Is the Jump In the specific heat at·Tcl appears to vary linearly with the low 

temperature value of the Debye e • with the entropy change between • 85K and 

Tc Induced by the application of a 7T magnetic field, and with the variation of 

the observed low temperature y with magnetic field, dy/dH. On the other hand the 

temperature-Independent part of the magnetic susceptibility above Tc appears 

to be essentially Independent of ~C<Tc)/Tc. These results are consistent with 

the Idea that samples of YBCO below Tc are a mixture of superconductlng and 

normal phases. 

•supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research. Office of Basic Energy 

Sciences. Materials Sciences Division of the u.s. Dept. of Energy under Contract 

DE-AC03-76SF00098, and by an EXXON Education Grant from the Research 

Corporation. 

+Permanent Address: Physics Dept •• Amherst College, Amherst. t.tA 01002. USA. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We have made specific heat, c. and magnetic susceptibility measurements 

on numerous polycrystalllna samples of YBa2cu3o7_Y (YBCO) prepared In a number 

of different laboratories and by several preparation methods. A principal aim 

of these measurements has been to determine whether there exist correlations 

In the height of the specific heat Jump at Tc• ~C<Tc)/Tc• with other measured 

quantities. We have previously noted (Phillips, at al. 1988, hereafter referred 

to as P1) that the size of ~C<Tc)/Tc appears to depend upon the existence of 

localized cu2~ moments that are thought to reside In the YBCO lattice. The 

results reported In P1 suggest that, because of the pair-breaking role of these 

~ments, a fraction of a typical YBCO sample remains normal below Tc. They also 

suggest that a fully suparconductlng sample would have ~C(Tc)/Tc•76 mJ/mole K2 

and no linear term In the low temperatura specific heat. The mora typical YBCO 

sample, In addition to having a term InC that Is linear at low temperatures. 
'. 

the size of which Is related to ~C<Tc)/Tc• should have other measureable 

properties which are correlated with the Jump In the specific heat at Tc. 

CORRELATIONS 

Figure 1 Is a graph of C/T vs~ T for a typical YBCO sample between 80 

and 95 K In zero applied field and In a field of 7T. The shaded area In Fig. 

1 represents the entropy decrease, ~s. between Tx (•86K for this sample) and Tc 

that Is produced bY the application of the field. If the zero f leld 

superconductlng transition Is Incomplete (Inclusions of normal material below 

Tc>• then both the specific heat anomaly at Tc and ~S should reflect this fact. 

In Fig. 2 ~s for various samples Is plotted versus ~C<Tc)/Tc• where this latter 

quantity Is determined from an entropy-conserving construction on the zero 

field C/T vs. T data (see Fisher. at al. 1988). It Is evident that an 

essentiallY linear relationship between ~Sand ~C(Tc)/Tc holds. 
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Also plotted In Fig. 2 Is dy/dH, where dy/dH Is the change with applied 

magnetic field of the measured low temperature y. The Increase In y with 

Increasing applied field Is consistent with the behavior observed In type II 

superconductors (Radebaugh and Keesom, 1966). That dy/dH Is a linear function 

of AC<Tc)/Tc Is understandable If one assumes that both are extensive variables 

which depend upon the fraction of a sample which Is superconductlng In zero 

applied field. It should be noted that dy/dH and AS are not Independent of one 

another. The Third Law of Thermodynamics requires that S(Tc,7T>•S(Tc•O). If 

we assume that at temperatures below Tx (see Fig. 1), C(T,7T)-C(T,O)•Ay T, where 

Ay•(dy/dH) 7T, then the Third Law requires that AyTx should equal the shaded 

area In Fig. 1. For all of our samples this equality Is found to hold within 

a few per cent. 

Fig. 2 also Indicates that Xo• the temperature Independent part of the 

magnetic susceptibility above Tc• Is essentially Independent of AC<Tc)/Tc• In 

contrast to the results obtained In (Junod et al. 1988). If, with Junod, we 

assume that the measured Xo Is not very dIfferent from Xp• the Paull 

susceptibility (the core dl~magnetlc and the Van Vleck paramagnetic terms are 

assumed to cancel, approximately), then we can estimate the value of y. the 

Sonvnerfeld constant for the normal material from Xo· Our value of 2.9x1o-4 

emu/mole YBCO yields a value for y of •21 mJ/mole K2• While It Is likely to be 

fortuIt lous. thIs value 1 s In rough agreement wl th 16 mJ/mole K2, the low 

temperature y value predicted In P1 for a sample with AC(Tc)/Tc•O. 

The fourth plot In Fig. 2 shows that e
0

, the Debye theta obtained from 

the r3 contribution to the low temperature specific heat, also Increases with 

Increasing AC(Tc)/Tc. This result Is consistent with that obtained by Eckert 

(Eckert, 1989), but Is difficult to understand In terms of the model" proposed 

In P1. This variation of e
0 

may Indicate either that the localized cu2t 

moments In the YBCO lattice produce a lattice softening or that there Is a 
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difference In e0 for the superconductlng and normal phases. However, so far 

as we know, neither Interpretation has other exerlmental support. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Because the data plotted In the figures are obtained by looking at smal I 

differences between large numbers. there Is considerable scatter In some of the 

plots. In particular some of the parameters for the two Zn-doped samples 

<cu2•97zn0•03 and cu2•85zn0•15> depart consIderably from the trends estab II shed 

by data on the other samples, and It may be that for these samples the simple 
". 

model put forward In P1 must be modified. Nonetheless. the above results make 

It clear that a number of properties of polycrystalllne YBCO can be correlated 

with ~C<Tc)/Tc• and that, therefore. this parameter may well be the best 

available Indicator of sample quality. The model presented In P1 Implies that, 

once lmpur I ty-phase effects have been accounted for. other departures from_ 

•Ideal• superconductlng behavior can be understood by regarding YBCO as being 
I 

In a •mixed state• In which the amount of normal material below Tc depends upon 

the concentration of localized cu1+ moments present In the lattice. Junod 

(Junod, et al. 1989) has shown that a number of properties of YBCO depend upon 

the oxygen deficiency In the samples. It Is possible that this oxygen 

deficiency Is responsible for the localized moments In the lattice, and If so, 

there may exist a simple relationship between these two quantities that merits 

Investigation. . . 
) 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. C/T versus T. The shaded area represents the entropy difference. ~s. 

between Tx and Tc for the sample In zero and 7T magnetic fields. See text for 

a discussion of the relation between ~Y and ~s. 

Fig. 2. ~S~ dy /dH. e0 • and Xo versus T. See text for the definitions of 

these Quant J't I es. 
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